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The decision by President Bill Clinton to allow US defense contractors to bid on a Chilean contract
for sophisticated warplanes is the first step in reversing a 20-year ban on the sale of advanced
weapons to Latin America. It has raised concerns that it is also the first step in a new arms race
in the region. Former president Jimmy Carter imposed the ban on the sale of US arms to Latin
America in 1977, when most of the region was ruled by military dictatorships. Those who advocate
maintaining the ban say it decreased tensions among Latin American countries and led to the lowest
defense budgets as a percentage of GDP of any region in the world.
US approves bidding on planes for Chile
In early April, the Clinton administration agreed to allow US manufacturers to discuss prices and
classified technical data with Chile. The Chilean government expects to award the contract for 16
to 18 planes, worth an estimated US$500 million, by the end of this year. Chile has been gradually
upgrading its military equipment and maintains one of the highest defense budgets in the region.
"The US has decided to authorize the issuance of marketing licenses to companies that wish to
compete in Chile's selection of fighter aircraft, while making clear to both the government of Chile
and to the companies involved that there has been no decision on whether to permit the sale itself,"
a US official said.
State Department spokesperson Nicholas Burns explained that the decision would allow Santiago to
"measure the obvious superiority of American products against other foreign aircraft." Burns said
that Washington does not "want any American companies...to be knocked out of the competition
early on, because they couldn't even put in front of the Chilean government the basic technical
information about the fighter aircraft." The distinction between authorization to bid and to make the
sale was dismissed by many. "It's very unlikely that the administration would allow that information
to be provided if it had not already decided to allow a sale to occur," said Tom Cardamone, an
expert on conventional weapons at the Washington-based Council for a Livable World (CLW).
Both US-based Lockheed-Martin with its F16 Falcon, and McDonnell Douglas with its F/A-18, are
among the companies vying for the sale of planes to the Chilean air force, along with manufacturers
in Sweden and France. "This is a pretty important first step in letting US companies compete with
foreign companies in Latin America," added Chip Manor, press spokesperson for Lockheed-Martin.
US arms manufacturers have been pressuring the Clinton administration for more than a year to lift
the ban on weapons sales to Latin America.
Fear about an arms race
Ending the ban has been opposed by some in the State Department and the National Security
Council who fear it will stimulate a regional arms race. The Pentagon, however, pushed for the
change on grounds that the Latin American countries are now democracies that have a right to
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upgrade their defense systems. Advocates in the Pentagon and the US aerospace industry also
contended that the Latin American market could be lost to European rivals if US firms were not
allowed to compete.
A great deal of money could be at stake. In addition to the Chilean contract, Brazil plans to buy at
least 70 new warplanes worth about US$2 billion. And some Latin American militaries are eager to
get other high-tech weapons, including sophisticated attack helicopters that are far more advanced
than the Blackhawks that Washington provides its partners in the drug war.
Nevertheless, President Clinton's Advisory Board on Arms Proliferation Policy argued last year
that economic concerns should always take second place to foreign policy concerns in arms sales.
"Unwise arms sales remain unwise no matter how many jobs are involved," the board said. "The
slippery slope to a South American arms race has begun," said Cardamone, following the US
decision.
Cardamone pointed out that last year, despite its role as a guarantor of the peace treaty between
Ecuador and Peru, Washington approved the sale of four Israeli Kfir fighters which include US
technology to Ecuador. While Ecuador defended the purchase, saying it was to replace aircraft that
had been lost or damaged in the border war, Lima perceived it as a threat and before the year was
out bought 18 Russian- built MiG-29 and SU-25 aircraft in response. Now it appears that Peru's
purchase was another link in the chain reaction.
Although Chile was already in the market for high-performance aircraft, the purchase by its
traditional northern rival strengthened its case in Washington. If Chile buys advanced warplanes,
the Argentine government, which has lobbied against possible US sales to Santiago, is almost
certain to come under pressure from its military to do the same. Argentine Minister of Defense Jorge
Dominguez played down the Chilean purchase and vice foreign minister Andres Cisneros added
that the recent US decision could be seen as "a sign of progress in the democratization of the two
countries."
According to Cisneros, what is most important is that the nations in the region avoid an arms
race, but at the same time bring their military equipment up to date. Despite the positive tone by
Cisneros, Argentine press reports indicated that the military are concerned about Chile's decision
to buy new planes, especially because of major cuts in the Argentine military budget, which puts
it at a disadvantage in modernization. A new regional arms race could destabilize the fragile
democratic governments, according to Bill Spencer, an analyst at the Washington Office on Latin
America (WOLA). It will divert money desperately needed for infrastructure development and
social programs to expensive arms procurements.
"It's particularly inappropriate to proceed towards our first advanced weapons sale in Latin
America in Chile whose military is still not under full civilian control and which spends the highest
percentage of its gross domestic product on arms of any country in the region," said Spencer.
(Sources: Reuter, Agence France-Presse, 04/03/97; Inter Press Service, 04/06/97; Spanish news
service EFE, 04/14/97)
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